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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF ISOTHERMAL 
ELASTOHYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION OF CYLINDRICAL 
GEARS WITH VARIABLE HYPERBOLIC CIRCULAR ARC AND 

TOOTH TRACE 

Summary 

In this study on cylindrical gears with variable hyperbolic circular arc and tooth trace 
(VH-CATT), the tooth surface equation of the VH-CATT gear is obtained according to the 
theory of meshing and differential geometry. The data points of the tooth surface are obtained 
using MATLAB. Then, based on the data points, a model of a VH-CATT gear pair was built 
using UG. Considering the geometric features, contact form, relative velocity, entrainment 
velocity, load, etc., an isothermal elastohydrodynamic lubrication model of a VH-CATT gear 
pair is established. On the basis of the existing elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) theory, 
an isothermal EHL numerical solution of a VH-CATT gear is obtained by utilizing the 
multigrid method. The distribution of dimensionless pressure and film thickness under the 
effect of various loads and at different speeds of a VH-CATT gear pair are discussed. The 
results show that both loading and speed have impact on oil film pressure and oil film 
thickness. The second pressure peaks and the minimum film thickness of the VH-CATT gear 
pair are greatly affected by the entrainment velocity and load. Based on the results of the 
study, we can provide a guide to creating a tribological design of VH-CATT gears and 
provide a theoretical basis and the application of value engineering in industrial applications 
of VH-CATT gear pairs under high speed and heavy load. 

Key words: VH-CATT gear; entrainment velocity; numerical calculation; oil film 
pressure; oil film thickness 

1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of modern industry and the evolution to "Industry 4.0", 
gears are required to have a greater load bearing capacity and higher transmission efficiency 
in engineering fields of aerospace, construction machinery, mining machinery and so on, 
which leads to many development opportunities for the new gear [1]. Studies dealing with 
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gears have been carried out by many researchers. The VH-CATT gear is a new type of gears 
which combines the characteristics of a traditional involute spur gear, a helical cylindrical 
gear and a herringbone gear. The VH-CATT gear has an arc contact line along the direction of 
the tooth line and the arc tooth surface. In comparison with the involute spur gear and the 
helical gear, the VH-CATT gear has the arc tooth line as well as better meshing performance, 
such as higher contact strength, larger load bearing capacity, higher contact ratio and no axial 
force. Therefore, the VH-CATT gear can better adapt to requirements in the field of aviation 
and aerospace in which transmissions require the gear used at high speed and heavy load. In 
addition, the VH-CATT gear has also other characteristics, such as smooth transmission, low 
noise, long life and easy installation. Based on these favourable features, such gears have 
good application prospects [2-4]. 

The VH-CATT gear is derived from the curved tooth bevel gear. At the beginning of the 
twentieth century, more and more researchers began to attach importance to the curved bevel 
gear and the Gleason Corp was the first to develop the circular arc tooth line bevel gear [5]. 
Because of the complex meshing characteristics and manufacturing process of VH-CATT 
gears, the VH-CATT gear is susceptible to failures of pitting, gluing, and wear caused by poor 
lubrication in the transmission process. From the literature [6,7], it is known that currently 
there is not much research going on in the lubrication performance of VH-CATT gears. 
Therefore, to improve their transmission lubrication properties and their application in the 
fields of aviation and aerospace it is very important to conduct in-depth studies on lubrication 
parameters and lubrication conditions of VH-CATT gears. 

In 1916, Martin applied the Reynolds equation to the research into gear lubrication for 
the first time. Gears were simplified as two cylindrical rollers, and the change regularity of 
pressure distribution and film thickness with velocity and load was obtained, yet it was quite 
far from being practical [8]. In 1950s, Dowson and Higginson produced a full numerical 
solution of the line contact lubrication model using the inverse method [9]. The EHL theory 
which considers contact deformation at the interface in [10] provides a basis for the study on 
gear lubrication. The thermal EHL of helical gears was analyzed by means of the finite 
difference method [11], and based on the calculation result, the formula of load capacity of the 
gear, the maximum oil film temperature and the coefficient formula were fitted regressively. 
Spur gear thermal EHL was discussed in [12] with respect to the multigrid method. Liu [13] 
established an analysis model of the finite length thermal EHL for the helical gear and 
discussed the change rule of oil film pressure, thickness and temperature. Thermal EHL of 
helical gears, hypoid gears and worm gears were analyzed in [14], in which the effect of 
rotational speed on load capacity, oil film pressure and temperature was obtained. V. Simon 
established a thermal EHL analysis model of a hypoid gear, based on its characteristics [15]. 
Wang Jiaxu and others have conducted a study on interfacial lubrication of a hypoid gear under 
heavy load [16]. Dealing with EHL and thermal EHL of spur, bevel and hypoid cylindrical 
gears, Hou Li established an EHL model of VH-CATT gears and the effect of load, velocity, 
and viscosity on oil film pressure and thickness were also discussed [17]. However, there is no 
published study on the analysis of thermal EHL of VH-CATT gears. 

In this paper, based on the principle of meshing of VH-CATT gears and the EHL 
theory, the equation of the tooth surface of VH-CATT gear is established, and the tooth flank 
curvature and relative velocity (entrainment velocity) of the meshing surface is calculated. 
The effect of load and entrainment velocity on the oil film pressure and thickness are also 
discussed. The result of the study can be seen as a guide to creating the tribological design of 
VH-CATT gears. 
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2. Equation of tooth surface  

The method of forming is machining cylindrical gears with an arcuate tooth trace with a 
rotary cutter head. In such a method, the rotary cutter head rotates and the gear blank rotates 
and moves along the rotary cutter head. The position, the coordinate system and the 
coordinate transformation of the rotary cutter head and gears are shown in Figure 1. The 

, ,O X Y Z axes make the static coordinate system, where , ,i j k
  

 are the coordinate basis. The 
1 1 1 1, ,O X Y Z  axes make the coordinate system which is fixed by the rotary cutter head, where 

1 1 1, ,i j k
  

 are the coordinate basis. The 2 2 2 2, ,O X Y Z  axes make the coordinate system which is 

fixed by the gear blank, where 2 2 2, ,i j k
  

 are the coordinate basis. 1R  is the pitch radius of the 
gear blank. TR  is the nominal cutter radius. 

 
Fig. 1  Principle of forming a VH-CATT gear 

In the coordinate system of the rotary cutter, the parameter equation of the cutter surface 
is given as follows: 

1

1 1

1

( / 4 sin )cos
: ( / 4 sin )sin

cos

T

T

x R m u
y R m u

z u

  
  



   
   
 

      (1) 

where u  is the distance in the cutter coordinate system from the point on the cutting surface 
to the envelop reference point along the cutting cone generatrix,  is the pressure angle of 
tool (equal to the cone semi-angle),   is the angle through which the gear blank is rotated 
from the middle section to the current enveloping point. When   equals zero the reference 
point is in the middle section. 
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The gear angle of rotation 1 t    is the motion parameter, by which the tool surface 
parameter equation could be transformed to the gear blank coordinate system and the tooth 
surface equation 2  is established. The transformation matrix 21M  is transformed from 

1 1 1 1, ,O x y z  to 2 2 2 2, ,O x y z . 21M  is given as follows: 

2 2 1 2

2 2 1
21

cos sin 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
sin cos 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

TR R
R

M

  
 

     
          
     
     
     

    (2) 
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   (3) 

The tooth surface equation of the VH-CATT is obtained according to the cutting tool 
and the tooth surface envelope. 
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3. Meshing model 
The point cloud of the tooth surface of the VH-CATT is generated in MATLAB on the 

basis of the principle of meshing and tooth surface equation, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The tooth 
surface is formed from the point cloud using the curved surface fitting function in NX 10.0. 
The ideally instantaneous contact line of the gear is the space line, the gear has an arc curve in 
the tooth line direction and an involute in the tooth profile direction. The model of the 
meshing of the VH-CATT gear is shown in Fig. 2(b).The type of contact of the VH-CATT gear 
is the point contact, and the size of the contact zone is determined by the contact ellipse. The 
contact ellipse is shown in Fig. 3. 

           
(a)                                                                     (b) 

Fig. 2  Meshing model of the VH-CATT gear  
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Fig. 3  Model of the contact ellipse 

According to the tooth surface equation, VH-CATT gears are manufactured with a CNC 
machine tool; the manufacture of the sample is shown in Fig. 4. The gear pair exhibits the 
meshing properties and geometric features with respect to applied loads, whereby the 
correctness of the tooth surface equation is verified. 

                

(a)                                                              (b) 
Fig. 4  Manufacture of the VH-CATT gear sample  

The meshing transmission diagram of the VH-CATT gear is shown in Fig. 5, where two 
gears rotate in the opposite direction, K is the space meshing point, a  is the centre distance. 

1w  and 2w  are gear angular velocities.  

 
Fig. 5  The relationship between geometry and kinematics of the VH-CATT gear 
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Based on the elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) theory, the velocities of two tooth 
surfaces of the VH-CATT gear at the meshing point are given as follows: 

1
1 1 1

230x I

nR
K

                           (5) 

2
2 2 2

230x II

nR
K

            (6) 

According to [18], the entrainment velocity of the VH-CATT gear at the meshing point 
can be obtained as follows: 

1 2 1 2

2 22 60 I II

n n
K K

  
 

   
 

         (7) 

4. Lubrication model 

The Reynolds equation of isothermal EHL of the point contact is expressed as follows 
[19,20]: 

 3 3

12
hh p h p

x x x y x
  

 
      

           
    (8) 

where p is the film pressure, h is the film thickness,  is the density of lubrication oil,  is the 
viscosity of lubrication oil, u is the entrainment velocity. 

The formula (8) is normalized by the introduced dimensionless parameters. 
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where a and b are the contact half-width, 0  is the initial viscosity, 0 is the initial density, hp  
is the maximum Hertzian contact pressure, 'E is the synthetic modulus of elasticity of gear 
pairs, 1E , 2E and 1 , 2  are the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio of the gears, 
respectively. 

The normalized equation（8）is given as follows：  
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The following formulae are rewritten according to the above normalization method. Due 
to the paper length limit, the original equations are omitted and the normalized equations are 
given. 
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The normalized film thickness equation is given as follows：  

0 0

2 2

0 2 2

( , )( , ) d d
2 ( ) ( )

e eX Yk
X Y

X e Y P S TH X Y H M S T
X S Y T


  

  
     (10) 

where 0H is the normalized center film thickness, 0X , eX , 0Y , eY  are the normalized 

coordinates of the boundary, and M equals 2 2
3 xFR

a bE
 

The normalized density pressure equation is given as follows： 

0.61
1 1.7

h

h

P p
P p

 
 

 
   (11) 

The normalized viscous pressure equation is given as follows： 

0
0

exp (ln 9.67) 1 1
z

hpP
p

 
          

     
  (12) 

The normalized loading equation is given as follows： 

0 0

2( , )
3

e eX Y

X Y
P X Y dXdY 

             (13) 

For this study of numerical solutions of the point contact EHL, the differential method is 
used for developing a lubrication model. The above equations are discretized by using the 
central difference and forward and backward differences. The normalized Reynolds equation 
is discretized as follows: 

1/2, 1, 1/2, 1, , 1/2 , 1 , 1/2 , 1 0 , , , 1, 1,
2

i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i j i jP P P P P H H
X X

                   


 
  (14) 

where 

 1/2, , 1,
1
2i j i j i j     ； 0 1/2, 1/2, , 1/2 , 1/2i j i j i j i j            

The discretized film thickness equation is given as follows: 
2 2

, 0
1 12

n n
i k j kl

i j ij kl
k l

X e Y
H H M D P

 


             (15) 

where kl
ijD  is the two-dimensional elastic stiffness coefficient. 

The discretized loading equation is given as follows: 

1 1

2
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n n
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          (16) 
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5. Numerical calculation 

Based on the established mathematical model, the calculation flow chart shown in Fig. 6 
is used for the iterative solution. The calculation parameters of the gear pair are given in  
Table 1. 

0P

0H

 
Fig. 6  Calculation flow chart 

Table 1  Parameters of the gear pair 

Parameter Driving wheel Driven wheel 
Tooth Number 21 29 

Modulus 8 8 
Tooth width/mm 84 80 
Pressure angle 20 20 

Tooth line radius/mm 500 500 

The modulus of elasticity of the gear material is 112.21 10  Pa ; Poisson’s ratio is 0.28; 
the initial viscosity of the lubricating oil is 0.02 Pas. The environmental temperature is set to 
25C, the viscosity-pressure coefficient is set to 8 22.2 10  m /N . The entrainment velocity 
can be calculated according to formula (7). According to the gear EHL model and applying 
the iterative calculation with the above mentioned parameters, distributions of the oil film 
pressure and the film thickness shape of the VH-CATT gear are obtained. 

Characteristic parameters of the lubrication characteristics of the VH-CATT gear are 
mainly EHL oil film pressure and oil film thickness. It can be seen that the characteristic 
parameters of the effect were mainly entrainment speed, load, and the modulus of elasticity of 
the material as well as viscosity of lube base oil. The impact of entrainment velocity and load 
on the oil film pressure and the oil film thickness of the VH-CATT gear will be discussed in 
the next subsections. 
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5.1 Effect of load on oil film pressure and oil film thickness 
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（c）                                                                          （d） 

Fig. 7  Effect of load on the distribution of oil film pressure and film thickness 

Fig. 7 shows the Effect of load on the distribution of oil film pressure and film thickness 
in the X axis (rolling direction) and the Y axis. It could be seen from Fig. 7(a) that the 
distribution of oil film pressure is close to the Hertz pressure distribution in the rolling 
direction. Oil film pressure reaches its second peak near the exit zone, but the second pressure 
decreases rapidly to the value of the ambient pressure. It is shown that the second pressure 
peak of the oil film decreases slowly with an increase in load, and the pressure position moves 
to the entrance zone. It could be seen from Fig.7 (b) that the neck-in phenomenon of film 
thickness occurs in the vicinity of the second pressure peak, and the film thickness reaches its 
minimum at the neck-in phenomenon position in the rolling direction. It could be seen from 
Fig. 7(c) and (d) that the film thickness reaches its maximum at the centre zone and its 
minimum on the two sides in the Y axis (tooth line direction). With an increase in load, the 
film thickness and film pressure decrease, the pressure changes on both sides, and the 
vibration phenomenon will appear with an increase in load. 
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5.2 Effect of entrainment velocity on oil film pressure and oil film thickness 
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Fig. 8  Effect of entrainment velocity on the distribution of oil film pressure and film thickness 

Fig. 8 shows the effect of entrainment velocity on the distribution of oil film pressure 
and film thickness in the X axis (rolling direction) and the Y axis. It could be seen from Fig. 8 
that the distributions of oil film pressure and film thickness are the same as in Fig. 7 in the X 
axis (rolling direction). It could be seen from Fig. 8(a) and (c) that the oil film pressure 
increases with an increase in speed. The second pressure peak of the oil film increases with an 
increase in speed, and the pressure position moves to the entrance zone. But the oil film 
pressure changes at the two sides decrease with an increase in speed. It could be seen from 
Fig. 8(b) and (d) that the film thickness increases with an increase in entrainment velocity. 
The neck-in phenomenon of film thickness corresponding to the second pressure peak also 
occurs ahead of schedule and moves towards the direction of the entrance zone. So, the 
reasonable selection of the operating speed and load on gears is very important if the 
occurrence of scuffing on gear surfaces is to be avoided. 

6. Conclusions 

1) Based on the principles of meshing and machining of a VH-CATT gear, the tooth 
surface equation of the VH-CATT has been derived. Considering the contact characteristics, 
relative velocity, entrainment velocity, load and other factors synthetically, a mathematical 
model of the isothermal EHL for VH-CATT gears has been established. 
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2) Employing the numerical method as the basis of calculation, the effect of entrainment 
velocity and load on oil film pressure and oil film thickness of VH-CATT gears has been 
discussed. It could be concluded that the oil film pressure and the oil film thickness decrease 
with an increase in load, but they increase with an increase in speed. And the greater the 
change in velocity and load is, the more likely the tooth surface scuffs. So, in order to avoid 
possible scuffing of gears as much as possible, the operating velocity and load of gears should 
be chosen adequately to make the lubrication of VH-CATT gears close to full EHL and ensure 
the best lubrication properties. 
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